[NIR spectroscopy combined with stability and equivalence MW-PLS method applied to analysis of hyperlipidemia indexes].
Moving window partial least square (MW-PLS) method was improved by considering the stability and equivalence, and was used for the wavelength optimization of reagent-free near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopic analysis of total cholesterol (TC) and triglycerides (TG) for hyperlipidemia. A random and stability-dependent framework of calibration, prediction, and validation was proposed. From all human serum samples (negative 145 and positive 158, a total of 303 sample), 103 samples (negative 44 and positive 59) were randomly selected for the validation set, the remaining samples (negative 101 and positive 99, a total of 200 sample) were used as modeling set; then the modeling set was randomly divided into calibration set (negative 51 and positive 49, a total of 100 sample) and prediction set (negative 50 and positive 50, a total of 100 sample) by 50 times. To produce modeling stability, the model parameters were optimized based on the average prediction effect for all divisions; the optimized models were validated by using the validation samples. The obtained optimal MW-PLS wavebands were 1,556~1,852 nm for TC and 1,542-1,866 nm for TG. In order to solve the problem that instrument design typically involves some limitations of position and number of wavelengths because of cost and material properties, the equivalent model sets were proposed, and a unique public waveband 1,542-1,852 nm of the equivalent model sets for TC, TG was found. The validation results show that: using the optimal MW-PLS wavebands, validation samples' root mean square error of prediction (V SEP) for TC, TG were 0.177, 0.100 mmol · L(-1), the correlation coefficient of prediction (V_Rp) for TC, TG were 0.988, 0.996, and the sensitivity and specificity for hyperlipidemia achieved 95.0%, 90.5%, respectively; using the public equivalent wavebands, the V_SEP for TC, TG were 0.177, 0.101 mmol · L(-1)), the V_Rp for TC, TG were 0.988, 0.996, and the sensitivity and specificity achieved 92.7%, 90.3%, respectively. NIR spectroscopy combined with the stability and equivalenceimprovement MW-PLS method can provide a potential tool for detecting hyperlipidemia for large population.